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Maintaining multiple versions of a software system is a laborious and challenging task,
which is many times a strong requirement of the software development process. Such hurdle
is justified by needs of backward compatibility with libraries or existence of legacy equipment
with particular constraints. It is also an intrinsic requirement of software product lines that
target multiple target platforms, service, or licensing levels [7].

A crucial example of a high variability context is an operating system where hundreds of
variants need to be maintained to cope with all the different target architectures [1]. We find
another important example in mobile applications, where server and client code need to be
updated in sync to change structure of the interface or the semantics of webservices. However,
it is always the case that older versions of server code must be maintained to support client
devices that are not immediately updated. The soundness of a unique and common code corpus
demands a high degree of design and programming discipline [8], code versioning, branching
and merging tools [12], and sophisticated management methods [11, 9]. For instance, in loosely-
coupled service-oriented architectures, where the compatibility guaranties between modules are
almost non-existent, special attention is needed to maintain the soundness between multiple
versions of service end-points (cf. Twitter API [13]).

Another issue regarding variability is the evolution of software. Arguably, existing language-
based analysis tools for service orchestrations do not really account for evolution [14]. Neverthe-
less, there are other language- and type-based approaches that focus on dynamic reconfiguration
and evolution of software [3, 4], hot swapping of code [10], and variability of software [5], that
complement the evolution process with tools, and ensure that each version is sound. However,
related versions of a software system usually share a significant amount of code, and there are
no true guaranties of the sound co-existence of versions and sound transitions between versions
at runtime. Such a need is relevant for monolithic software that must provide different versions
in the same code base, and it is crucial in the context of service-based architectures. We have
presented prior work to check the soundness of service APIs and the runtime transition between
versions [2]. However, special hand crafted code was needed to maintain the semantic coherence
of the versions of the state. Hence, we believe that the potential impact of a language-based tool
supporting variability and a sound co-existence of versions is very high. By checking incremental
evolution development it provides gains in safety and increases developer productivity.

Our approach is thus to provide a lightweight formal platform to solve the problem of
multiplicity of code versions, while ensuring that the correct state transformations are executed
when crossing contexts from one version to another. Our approach is a generalization of the
main idea in [2] that keeps all versions well-typed at one given time. We consider one source file
containing the code for all versions, and analysed as a whole. Versions and transitions between
versions are made explicit in this model, as to represent code evolution steps. This code base
is an analogy for a view over the entire history of a versioned code repository. Such a view
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can be navigated with the help of a smart development environment that allows a developer to
navigate in time, and identify errors in the evolution process.

We extend Featherweight Java (FJ) [6] with a type discipline that ensures that the evolution
of state and functionality is captured and analysed. In a versioned FJ program, each element
of a class is declared in a specific version context, and each expression is typed and executed
with relation to a given version. Special key versions are used to mark state snapshots, where
state variables and method types can change. Regular versions allow for the implementation of
methods to be changed while maintaining their signature. Class constructors are used to define
typed lenses between versions, declaring how an object (state) is legally translated from one
version to another. Version contexts are tracked and transitions are only possible if there is a
declared state transition. Any illegal version context crossing is dimmed as a typing error.

Such a type-based approach to the problem of maintaining multiple versions of a code base
paves the ground for software construction and analysis tools that operate on main-stream
languages and supporting runtime environments. Standard subject reduction results ensure
that the ecosystem of versions is well formed and that any “view” on the code base is sound.

This work is supported by NOVA LINCS UID/CEC/04516/2013, COST CA15123 - EUTYPES
and FC&T Project CLAY - PTDC/EEI-CTP/4293/2014.
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